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Loading data into and extracting it from 
SAP can be a time-consuming and error-
prone process. Your teams devote hours 
to entering, correcting, and managing 
data uploads. Meanwhile, business 
users across your enterprise need to 
make business decisions as changes in 
the market come and go. As someone 
responsible for data management in 
your organization, you can’t afford to stall 
enterprise projects while waiting on an 
overwhelmed IT team to help.

Streamline and speed up SAP data 
management with Process Runner from 
insightsoftware. With immediate time 
savings and financial benefits, your 
enterprise can save up to 90% on your 
SAP data processing times. Empower 
your internal teams and change your 
business with SAP data automation 
from Process Runner.

Simple, Powerful 
Data Management
Give data management power to your business users. 
Using Microsoft Excel, they can manage and automate 
SAP data without coding, advanced training, or waiting 
for a Legacy System Migration Workbench from IT. 
Increase speed to market with faster data migrations, 
easier data transformations, and streamlined 
data management.

Data Conversion in a Snap
Quickly convert, cleanse, monitor, and migrate your 
SAP data. Load test data during process simulations or 
training preparation. Get last-minute data fixes during 
critical data conversion rehearsals and cutovers.

Turn Microsoft Excel Into Your SAP 
Data Management Command Center 
With Process Runner

“Process Runner is the best solution for 
migration with re-engineering to S/4HANA.”
- Dr. H.J. Schwieger, IT, PRÜFTECHNIK

Migration With Re-engineering
Machine technology firm PRÜFTECHNIK planned 
a migration to SAP S/4HANA with hopes of 
automating its processes and re-engineering its 
master data. By using Process Runner, the firm 
quickly migrated 300,000 master data records and 
re-engineered 40 SAP processes.
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Over 1,900 Quick-activation 
Templates
Accelerate your processes by running any of the 
more than 1,900 no-code automation templates 
right from your desktop. Each ready-to-run 
template from the cloud library includes an 
Excel file and automation script fully recorded 
and mapped. Process faster so you can take on 
other projects.

“[insightsoftware’s] support is great. 
Turnaround time is also very good, but 
it’s the thorough solutions offered by 
your team that stand out.”
- Don Neu, Kimball Office

“We had payback on the tool in six 
months. For example, we processed 
845 sales orders at one time uploaded 
with Process Runner, saving 45 hours of 
work. We’ve been able to take on more 
projects. And users love it!”
- Holly Brierer, PACE Inc.

Faster Time to Load by  
Debugging Data
Furniture manufacturer Kimball Office was 
trying to manage massive SAP data loads 
under tight time constraints. Kimball used 
the validation feature in Process Runner 
to debug data issues before loading the 
data into SAP, saving significant time.

Easy Data Validation
Take advantage of an additional layer of data 
governance beyond standard SAP security 
controls. From Process Runner’s control panel, 
easily monitor user access across the enterprise 
by setting data validation rules to prevent 
erroneous uploads to SAP. Save significant time 
by debugging data issues before loading your 
data into SAP.

Time-saving Templates
Growing wholesale distribution company 
PACE Inc. struggled to manually load and 
update data in their SAP. Teams leveraged 
Excel familiarity and ready-to-run 
templates in Process Runner. 
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Automation for Any  
SAP Module Transaction
Automate common business processes and SAP T codes.

MANUFACTURING

> Create and manage material requirements 
(MM01, MM02) 

> Create and change production schedules 
(CO01, KKF2) 

> Create and approve customer 
independent requirements (MD81, MD82)

LOGISTICS

> Create and manage material requirements 
(MM01, MM02) 

> Create and download bill of materials 
(CS01) 

> Create warehouse master record (LS01) 
> Download material document list (MB51)

SALES & DISTRIBUTION

> Create, change, and manage sales orders 
(VA01, VA02) 

> Create or change condition records  
(VK11, VK12)

> Create or change billing document  
(VF01, VF02)

FINANCE

> Post a general ledger document (FB01) 
> Download cost line items for cost center 

reports (KSB1) 
> Create bank master data (FI01) 
> Post a vendor invoice document (FB60)

MASTER DATA

> Download MRP details (MD04)
> Create or change master data (CC01)
> Create a master recipe (C201) 
> Create customer master data (XD01)

HUMAN RESOURCES

> Create personnel action form and other 
administration (PA40, PA30) 

> Perform HR data maintenance (PP06) 
> Download payroll list and maintain 

timesheet data (PA61)
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Process Runner doesn’t require any back-end 
SAP configurations, costly setup fees, or complex 
integrations. Because it’s easy to implement, your 
entire enterprise can realize its benefits in no time.

> Increased productivity with ready-to-run 
templates, eliminating tedious, error-prone 
manual data management.

> Enterprise-wide impact by enabling efficient 
data management and migration across all 
transactions for SAP modules.

> Easy-to-use solution so Excel users can 
confidently speed through everyday SAP data 
management tasks.

> Accelerated time to value, increasing speed 
to market with faster data migrations, easier 
data transformations, and streamlined data 
management.

> Cloud controls that centralize compliance 
and data governance to prevent risk and 
accidental damage to your SAP data 
investment.

> Secure and compliant tool that leverages 
and preserves all built-in SAP system security 
and governance protocols to provide scalable 
application integrity for growing businesses.

> On-demand scheduling with advanced 
frameworks to enable automation and flexible 
scheduling of process execution.

Enterprise-wide 
Benefits

Connect Users Across 
Your Business
Optimize SAP data automation with 
these collaboration features.

Build Powerful Workflows 
Users can quickly build and deploy 
enterprise data management 
workflows for collaboration, routing, 
and approvals to ensure conformance 
with enterprise governance. 

Promote Team Collaboration
Team members can store, publish, 
share, and collaborate on business 
process files, presentations, and best 
practices within Process Runner, 
facilitating productivity.
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Discover how Process Runner can automate your 
SAP transactions and data from Excel. 

Learn More  >

About insightsoftware
insightsoftware is a leading provider of financial reporting and enterprise 
performance management software. We enable the Office of the CFO to  
connect to and make sense of their data in real time so they can proactively  
drive greater financial intelligence across their organization. 

More than 30,000 organizations worldwide rely on insightsoftware’s 
portfolio of best-in-class reporting, analytics, budgeting, forecasting, 
consolidation, and tax solutions to provide them with increased 
productivity, visibility, accuracy, and compliance.

Learn more at insightsoftware.com.
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